NUS Technology
RECRUITMENT NOTICE
NUS Technology offers leading edge web and mobile software development services, as well as project
management and product management. We proudly serve a diverse group of clients across the globe, from small
businesses to large corporations.
Here at NUS, we live by the motto “Now You're Satisfied” because customer's satisfaction is our highest priority.
We approach every challenge with passion and creativity, delivering excellent results in less time. We take the
hassle and frustration out of client's development projects, allowing them to focus on business.
We take a strategic approach to managing our clients’ projects and employ various management methodologies,
such as Agile, PMBOK, and CMMI, based on clients’ needs.
We employ a team of talented, passionate and skilled professionals who live and breathe NUS. Our staff works
hard and plays hard, carrying out our commitment to excellence in every project.
We value our staff and strive to provide a dynamic work environment, where team members can excel, develop
new skills and advance their careers. Our motto, “Now You're Satisfied” is reflected in how we treat our staff, as
we aim to create an atmosphere where our employees are content, fulfilled and valued.
We offer training, coaching, tools and infrastructure to help our team members reach their personal and
professional goals.
For the growth of business, we are seeking right candidates for the position: Ruby on Rails Developer. Detailed
information is as follow:
Position Title: Experienced Ruby on Rails Developer (Very Attractive)
Position Description
You will:


Be part of a dynamic and helpful group



Be involved in the process of clarifying customer requirements, designing and implementing them
in accordance with coding standards and conventions



Be encouraged to suggest ideas



Be involved in testing, deploying application and rapidly resolving issues



Play an important role in the growth of the company

Position Requirements


Technical requirements:


Bachelor degree in Computer Sciences / Information Technology, or equivalent



Experience on designing and building Web applications using Ruby on Rails



Familiarity with using popular gems, such as: Devise, Paperclip, Delayed Job, Resque...



Good understanding and experience on browser-side technologies such as HTML5, Javascript,
CSS3, etc



Experience in using Bootstrap, jQuery



Familiarity with using Single page frameworks (Backbone.js, AngularJS, EmberJS, etc) would be
a plus



Comfortable with using Linux operating systems, specially Ubuntu



Have knowledge (at least overview) about Cloud Computing



Deployment platforms (Heroku, AWS, Engine Yard...) knowledge and experience is a big plus



Intermediate English, especially reading / research skill



Active team player – active communication, open mind, and friendliness



Details orientation



Eager-to-learn mindset

Benefits


Clear personal and career development path



More-than-enough support to improve expertise



Frequent tech training and techtalks



Young and friendly working environment



Countless team building fun activities



Company trips on yearly and sudden basis



Attractive salary with clear review plan



Free lunch, free parking, coffee break



Football club, English club, Badminton club



Other events: staff birthday, mid-year, anniversary, YEP, etc.

Interested candidates please send following information to recruitment@nustechnology.com:


CVs in English (mandatory)



Copies of certificates (mandatory)



Expected salary (mandatory)



Availability date to start work (mandatory)

